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Why do we need market research surveys?
Market research surveys provide targeted insight into customer perspective
and can be used as a guide for organization strategy to help redevelop and
maintain competitiveness.
In order to produce desirable product/service
attributes, market research surveys help an
organization provides critical key information
and features such as likelihood of
product/service use, and the extends of a
product/service which meets the needs of a
targeted group.
The information gathered helps accommodate an
organization process to better approach market
needs, market size, and to adopt to meet customer
needs.
Other use of market research surveys is to communicate
of a product/service offers to a target market.
Market research surveys can help drive company development through its
product and services, by facilitating with strategic development, which
improve profit margin, and guide organizational change.
Whether you are a start-up or established business, market research is
important to your business long term success. Thorough market research
information gives your insight of what need to be implemented or executed
for the most appropriate organization strategy. By working with FutureXco
you can obtain unique insights that empower future success.

What is FutureXco role in this part?
The data collected by FutureXco market research surveys has proved
invaluable to a diverse group of organization with different product/service
and objective offer.
Market research survey key issues addressed by FutureXco are the
following:





Identification of target market features
Identify product/service that appeals to target market
Identify purchasing intentions of target market
The important of product/service to consumer
group
 Identify effectiveness of communicating
a product/service to consumer
 Identify the use of product quantity and
fashion as anticipate
 Pin point the most densely populated target
market
FutureXco methodological rigor will give the confidence you need to know
your data is accurate and reflects opinions and beliefs of your target
market.

How do FutureXco help your organization?
Accurate access of market needs
FutureXco market research surveys tap into consumer opinions and
perspectives. The feedbacks from consumer allow companies to accurately
identify purchase frequency on target population. Effectively, your company
will have access to an accurate estimates size of market and overall
demand. As a result, it will have a definite precision in market forecasting
due to information gathered during market research surveys.

Imminent measure of market size
In order to build an appropriate business tactics, it is crucial to
anticipate business growth year by year. By measuring
market size, an organization can better anticipate
revenues, and better strategize organization
growth.
Define current and future competitor
Occasionally market analysis will reveal new competitor that dominates
new market, and reveal fundamental flaws in an organization target market
strategy. Although this information will not help in painting over competitor,
instead it will prevent from making critical errors, such as excessive amount
of money spent on tampering target market that has no return on
investment.
Economic factors study
Thorough research study can help an organization identify consumer key
concerns. For example, market condition shift can have impacts on
organization business strategy or plan to obsolete. The study on these
factors can surface possible obstacle and conflicts in marketing strategic
plan. By result, economic factors study will help an organization realizing all
the factors before consider expanding or altering product/service offers.
Perceive perfect price between volume and profit
Every organization will always face difficulty in defining perfect prize for
new product/service offers. A market research surveys helps determine
precisely how much to charge for a product/service according to its survey
in market demand.
Brand positioning
Market research surveys can help determine consumer responses to your
brand compares to others. This allows your organization how to better
position your brand in the market, as well as its unique selling point. For
example, market surveys can reveal if your brand is seen as a market

leader in “value” than “price”. Information gathered allows benefits your
organization to adapt to new marketing strategic points, which align with
consumer perspective.
Acute product name
By studying market research, it would uncover a response on a naming and
feeling about product prototypes. As a result, you can ensure positive
response from your product offering that can prevent costly rebranding
campaign in the future.
Identify the best advertising medium
By identifying the key market, you can gain the best way to communicate
your brand message to potential customers. Choosing the exact messages
on your advertising medium, you can certain that it reaches your target
market in an effective, cost-effective manner.
Aside from market research surveys, FutureXco uses a complex algorithm
to ensure security and data breach prevention from external unknown
party. And with easy navigation market research surveys platform,
consumer will have an easy way of giving their feedback perspective and
belief of your product.

How do you start with FutureXco ClearPath?
To ensure maximize returns on the surveys, first you need to develop
proper questions set and analyze the result in a way that enable you to
identify differences and preferences in your target market.
FutureXco has developed a new platform called ClearPath Analytics to
make it easy for you to confidently address consumer needs and
preferences. With this analytics tools FutureXco assist you to understand
that data once you receive it. ClearPath can be used to help you implement
new key findings and recommendations, quantify your current and future
competitor to help you better position your brand.

Why Blockchain is chosen as a fundamental in FutureXco
drive?
84% of companies are now dabbling in blockchain. According to PwC
surveys published, “The hype around blockchain is growing with fast
majority of companies says they are actively involved”. Everyone wants to
talk about blockchain and no one wants to be left behind, which included
600 executives from 15 territories.
Blockchain is the technology that underlies cryptocurrencies like bitcoin. It
records transactions on a public, distributed ledger and get rids of the
needs for a third party in most cases. The technology is most secure and
touted as faster, being tested from everything from health records to legal
marijuana industry.
According to PwC responder, whom responsible with technology business,
45 percent said “trust” would be the key in widespread blockchain adoption.
“In reality, companies confront trust issues at nearly every turn,” PwC said.
“As with any emerging technology, challenges and doubts exist around
blockchain’s reliability, speed, security and scalability.”
While high profile investor like Warren Buffet and James Dimon has been
publicly wary of investing in blockchain, they are far more bullish on its
underlying tech.
As popular as it goes, all emerging companies like Facebook, Amazon and
Microsoft has been exploring on the use of this technology. Facebook
announced in May it is going through reorganization that will include a new
blockchain effort. IBM, Accenture, Deloitte, JP Morgan and HSBC are
among the other corporate names with similar initiatives.
Among all these, some respondents mentioned of regular uncertainties
such as the ability to bring network together, compliance concerns, and
intellectual properties concerns as the keys obstacle in implementing
blockchain.

Blockchain potential has been compared throughout internet, but so has its
hypes on the technology it offers. In some known cases today, even adding
the word “blockchain” to a public company’s name can send its shares
skyrocketing in a single day.
According to Cowen research, full adoption of blockchain will take at least 5
to 6 year, despite its growing interest.

How blockchain is changing
business?
As a distributed, tamperproof ledger,
a well-designed blockchain doesn’t
just cut out intermediaries, reduce
costs, and increase speed and
reach. Everything going through
blockchain is transparent and
traceable for many business process.
Possibly 10%-20% of global economic infrastructure will be running based
system during that same year.
Other indication that blockchain is fundamentally altering business process
abound. Here are the few significant shift:
1. Tokenisation – this represent real or virtual assets of blockchain and it
is spreading now as raw materials, finished goods, income-producing
securities, membership rights and more. It can now represent almost
everything in today business model.
2. Initial Coin Offering (ICOs) – in which a company pre-sale a set
number of tokens to the public, and funneling billions of dollars into
blockchain platforms. The largest ICOs to date have included EOS in
diverse environments which focus on blockchain such as Huobi Token,
a coin for South Korean crypto exchange and HDAC, an internet of
things platform.
3. Enterprise Software Platform – that is the platform or engine for a
company to drive its finance, human resources management and

customer relationship management operations, which begin to integrate
blockchain. Some renowned company like Microsoft, Oracle, SAP and
Salesforce have all begin announcing integration of blockchain
technology initiatives. Eventually, businesses running with enterprise
resource planning will adopt blockchain as their core interoperable
system to streamline process, facilitate data sharing and improve data
integrity.

Creating and implementing blockchain is not like traditional IT build. There
is not possible to implement blockchain with old technology at its core. It is
crucial to know its outset so to avoid reasserting existing roles, processes
and business models. Instead you need a commitment in studying your
business cases, to apply strategic tactics to transform from where your
business is positioned today.

Key points to take not of when implementing blockchain:
1. Commit to a new ways of working
Blockchain does not force a complete reinvention, but make you don’t
slip into familiar ways of doing things. Creativity of operating will be
required.
2. Identify the problem and solution
Your blockchain project needs to be supported with case by case basis
in addressing issues, how blockchain help your business, and how it
affect others in your industry.
3. Start small, then scale out
Make sure blockchain is adaptable in your business environment and
fine-tune it along the way, considering a few point out such as external
resources that enable new scale economies possible.

Few key criteria to consider whether your business fit before initiating
blockchain technology (refers to exhibit above).
When strip to its core, blockchain is really just a sophisticated ledger
system. It is a versatile technology that can record financial transactions,
store medical records, or even tracks the flow of goods, information, and
payment through a supply chain. While it can provide more security and, in

some cases anonymity, the truth is blockchain does not do anything unless
it is paired with solid use case where it can serve as Trust as a service
(TaaS) to ecosystem participants. Ultimately, it is more of a business model
than a technology.
From the early days when steam and gas powered automobiles began
replacing the horse and carriages, new technology breakthroughs have
always captured public’s attention. Blockchain in our opinion is at similar
point in its development.
Early adopters such as cyptocurrency traders, have helped to bring
mainstream to notoriety to blockchain. For all this advocacy, however,
some remain skeptics who view blockchain as overhype engine behind
volatile and unregulated financial market.
Like their counterparts leading the cryptocurrency revolution, out survey
data shows that a significant percentage of early adopters in the business
community (59 percent) believe in blockchain’s potential to disrupt and
revolutionize their industries and the overall economy.
Blockchain value multiplies when more players participate and even
provide more benefit if entire industry participate. Blockchain initiate new
whole ecosystem in which participant must work together.
In short, real mistake we believe organizations can make regarding
blockchain right now is to do nothing. Even without a completely solid
business case to implement, we believe that organizations should, at the
very least, keep an eye on blockchain so that they can take advantage of
opportunities when blockchain present itself.

Types of Market Research Provided
Audience Research
Research on who is listening, watching and reading are all important to
marketers in order to determine which media are best suited for reaching a
target audience. Television and radio ratings determine popularity of shows
and how large of an audience can be reached during show broadcasts.
In the early days, selected viewer families kept diaries or logs of their
viewing habits. In 1986, the log gave way to a people meter that allows
viewers to punch buttons on a remote control-like device that records
viewer’s choices automatically.
Researchers may soon be able to get all the information they need from
devices placed in the home. One device would be television capable of
looking back at viewers. Another device under development would not only
monitor when people are watching television, but would know when they
are reading advertising-filled magazines.
Product Research
Simple in-person research such as taste tests conducted in malls and in
the aisles of grocery stores. So is elaborate, long-term “beta testing” of
high-tech products, particularly software, by experienced users.
Product research can be simple: tweaking the taste of an existing product,
then measuring consumers’ reactions to see if there is room in the market
for a variation.
Brand Research
Brands, the named products that advertising pushes and for which
manufacturers can charge consumers the most money, are always being
studied.
Advertisers want to know if consumers have strong brand loyalty or if the
brand has any emotional appeal, and what the customer thinks could be
improved about the brand.

Psycological Research
Perhaps the most controversial type of market research is psychological
research. This research tries to determine why people buy certain products
based on experimentally derived profiles of the way consumers live their
lives.
This research continues to be controversial since it measures attitudes
about buying and not the buying itself. In one series of research projects
researchers asked people what they were planning to buy before entering a
store. After the people surveyed left the store, the same researcher
examined what was actually in their shopping cart. In one such study only
30 percent of the people bought what they said they were going to buy just
a half hour earlier.
Scanner Research
The checkout scanner at the supermarket records what was actually
purchased. This is valuable information advertisers use to help plan
ongoing marketing strategies.
Scanners have changed the way advertisers have typically thought about
the sale of consumer products. Now, computer technology can send
scanner information to advertisers within days or even hours. What
scanners have so far confirmed is that consumers are fickle. They may try
a product heavily promoted thorough national television one week. Then
the next week they may switch brands based on local promotions from the
competition.
Database Research
Consumer shows up on thousands of lists and databases that are regularly
cross-referenced to mine nuggets of marketing research. Such database is
growing in popularity among marketers because the raw data contributed
directly from the purchasers.
Database Research can be thought of as the ultimate in market
segmentation research. Database research and marketing allow

companies to build personal relationships with people who have proven
from past purchases that they are potential customers. This personal
relationship also provides a basis for more detailed and economical market
research than might be possible from conducting random calling.
For example, from zip codes lists, marketers may determine where the
wealthy people live in a city. The list can be merged with a list of a licensed
drivers. The resulting list can be merged with another list of owners of cars
of a certain make older than a certain year. The final compiled and crosschecked list will deliver a potential market for a new luxury car soon to be
introduced and profiled. The potential buyers’ list would then be mailed an
invitation to come see the new car.
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